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Syllabus
Course: MB780 W1 (JA 2009)
Title: Cross-Cultural Discipling
Hours: 3.00
Published: Yes, on 11/07/2008
Prerequisites:
None
Department: Behav. Sciences/Ministry
Faculty: Dr. Jay Moon
Email: jay.moon@asburyseminary.edu
Office: MC 306
SPO:
Meetings:
During 01/20/2009 to 01/23/2009 on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday from
8:00a to 12:00p in M305.
During 01/26/2009 to 01/30/2009 on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday from 8:00a to 12:00p in M305.
Maximum Registration: 25
Catalog Description: A study of the role of ritual process in the shaping of believers. Rites and
ceremonies, especially initiatory rites, from a variety of religious traditions provide both models of
the role of ritual in the formation and nurture of persons and models for discipling Christian
converts, especially those from traditional religious backgrounds. Students will construct their own
structures for the discipling task based upon the insights and models provided by the course.
Presupposes MS674 or MW708, or permission of the instructor.
Objectives:
MB 780 Cross-Cultural Christian Discipling
 
January 20-30, 2009 @ 8:00-12:00 (3 hrs. credit). Room TBA.
W. Jay Moon, Instructor. Office Hours: 3:00 – 4:00 PM (Tuesday – Friday) 
Email: Jay_Moon@asburyseminary.edu.
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 Welcome: I am glad that you are considering this course offering. I value each student that is a part of the class. You each
provide life experiences and unique backgrounds that enrich our classroom - we all have a lot to learn from each other.
 
Personal Introduction:
My wife and I have four children, and we served as missionaries in Ghana, West Africa from 1992-2001. While in
Ghana, we focused on church planting and water development among the Builsa people. We lived in a rural village that had
no electricity, and we had to learn a whole new way of living. As we interacted with our neighbors in the village, we
gradually learned the Buli language and began to understand and appreciate the way they perceived the world around them.
Gradually, this helped us to communicate the gospel and make disciples in a way that was culturally relevant  We saw the
Holy Spirit produce a church planting movement in the Builsa area (not because of us, but often in spite of us). I came to
understand discipleship as a process that included much more than the transmission of facts. Much of what I will bring to
the classroom discussion is an integration of this experience in Ghana with insights from other people groups around the
world. My focus is on combining theory with practice to build the Kingdom of God.
I enjoy a variety of media, and I will attempt to incorporate these into the classroom (e.g, film, music, games, group
discussion, etc.)
 
Catalogue Description:  A study of the role of ritual process in the shaping of believers. Rites and
ceremonies, especially initiatory rites, from a variety of religious traditions provide both models of
the role of ritual in the formation and nurture of persons and models for discipling Christian
converts, especially those from traditional religious backgrounds. Students will construct their own
structures for the discipling task based upon the insights and models provided by the course.
Human Religion and the Discipling Task 
The religious dimension of a culture provides its people with conceptions of reality and the means
for maintaining the force and relevance of those conceptions. Features of a cultureÕs repertoire
such as story, scripture, rites of passage, pilgrimages, worship traditions, social organizations, and
other symbolic activities shape the worldview of its people. The cross-cultural study of religion
examines the religious dimension of culture with a view to understanding its nature and function.
The course assumes that religiousness is a universal aspect of human identity. It also assumes the
tools and results of religious studies offer much to Christian discipling. Based on these
assumptions, the course explores the relevance of some of the non-verbal forms typical of human
religion for the process of discipling. Discipling here means forming persons as individuals and
members of communities of faith into the image of GodÕs son. The course deals largely, but not
exclusively, with non-verbal forms of discipling. 
Goals: 
1.     The student will be able to represent accurately in responses to readings the following
concepts: 
1.1   the function of religion in culture according to Zahniser (1997). 
1.2   an understanding of various means used to disciple people in various global contexts. 
1.3   the meaning of the ritual process as presented by Victor Turner (1971), including the
concepts Òrites of passage,Ó Òliminality,Ó and Òcommunitas.Ó  
1.4   dimensions of Mathias ZahniserÕs (1997) case for the use of non-verbal means in
Christian formation and disciple making such as traditional religious societies,
modern theists, divine intimacy and ultimacy, cross-cultural discipling, split-level
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Christianity, the excluded middle, bonding to meaning, and syncretism. 
1.5 A holistic approach to discipling that integrates various aspects of life such as
physical/spiritual, oral/written, sensory/ideological, etc.
1.6 a basic understanding of Òpower-oriented societiesÓ and spiritual warfare.
2.    Students will be able to analyze a phenomenon of their own choosing according to one or
more of these concepts. 
3.    Students will gain insight into how discipling with symbols and rituals can facilitate the
process of contextualization and reduce syncretism.
4.    Students will gain confidence in their ability to apply this analysis to the task of discipling. 
 
Course Requirements:
A. Class Participation
           You are expected to participate in class discussions. Each of you brings various experiences
to the discussion that can enrich the group. I consider the class room to be a ministry setting, and
my intent is that we build community here and begin to help/learn from each other. Also, this is
worth 8 % of your grade so it is not wise to remain silent. 
 
           B. Reading
           1. There are four class texts that are divided into chapters for reporting each of the
first 8 days of class. There are also five articles that help to illustrate the concepts in the text
books. The written reports should be ready to be turned in by the time of class each day except for
the first day (the first paper is due by 7 PM on the first day of class). See the proposed schedule. I
will try to read the papers and return the graded papers by the next dayÕs class time. Each report
should be 2 pages, single-spaced. The papers should be done in the 4MAT style (see the end of the
syllabus for details of this style). These book reports should demonstrate that you grasp a working
knowledge of the principles, and you are beginning to reflect on and apply these principles. Instead
of a written report, an oral report will be given on Day 6, using the same 4MAT style. Late
assignments will result in a grade reduction and little or no feedback from the instructor.  Each of
these book reports are worth 6% of your grade for a total of 42%.
                             2. Each of the text books are meant to highlight various aspects of cross-
cultural discipleship. Symbol and Ceremony: Making Disciples Across Cultures broke new ground
for this area of cross-cultural discipleship. This serves as the backbone of the course as it lays a
theoretical groundwork for this field of study. The Ritual Process: Structure and Anti-Structure
provides a case study of these principles among the Ndembu in Africa. While this is not an easy
read, it is a seminal work that details how symbols function in ceremonies. Windows of the Soul:
Experiencing God in New Ways describes areas of discipleship in everyday life that are often
ignored. This is a more practical devotional book written by an American pastor/writer for a largely
Western audience. Understanding Spiritual Power: A Forgotten Dimension of Cross-Cultural
Mission and Ministry discusses power-oriented societies and the role of spiritual warfare. The four
articles provide examples of the discipling process in various contexts to include: the early church,
American Samoa, Latin America, and Taiwan.
 
                             3. Required text books:
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           a. Symbol and Ceremony: Making Disciples Across Cultures, M. Zahiser
           b. The Ritual Process: Structure and Anti-Structure, Victor Turner.
           c. Understanding Spiritual Power: A Forgotten Dimension of Cross-Cultural
                             Mission and Ministry, by Marguerite G. Kraft.
           d. Windows of the Soul: Experiencing God in New Ways, Ken Gire.
 
           C. Class Project
                             1. Written Paper: Each student will be responsible for a class project and written
report. The written report should be 20 pages, double-spaced, and it is due on February 8, 2008
(one week after the last day of class). It should be a standard research paper (not 4-MAT style)
including notes and references. The projects will also be presented to the class at the end of the
semester during the last week of class. Students can work alone or in teams. If it is a team project,
each student will need to participate in each aspect of the project (you will be graded 50% on the
group grade and 50% on your individual contribution). I encourage team projects since the quality
of the final project is often much better due to the synergy of the team members. Often times, the
group is able to finish their final paper by the last day of class.
           The paper will present a proposal for a discipling event or process making use of a model
growing out of the class materials and discussion. This may be an area of present or future
ministry, an area of interest, your present work setting, etc. Examples of previous student papers
will be available at class. I am looking for you to:
                             a. Define a particular people in a specific context that you will disciple.
                             b. Present a Problem Statement that is cogent and relevant.
                             c. Integrate the theories and concepts from class into your discipleship
                                               model (include a bibliography that uses credible sources).
                             d. Apply this model to your specific context. Try to be creative and
                                               practical. 
                             e. Present this model (or aspects of it) to the class (see below).
 
                             2. Class Presentation: Each student (or team) will be responsible for presenting
a fifty-minute portion of a discipling procedure or event. This event or process will be the subject of
the research paper identified above. Ideally, presentations will involve the class in acting out an
important part of the discipling model you developed. We will discuss this more in class.
                             3. Grade: The evaluation of the in-class presentation will be averaged with the
evaluation of the final paper. This represents 50 % of the final grade.                                   
                
 
           D. Grading Summary
                             8 % for Class Participation
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                             42 % for Book Reports (7 reports x 6 % each)
                             50 % for Class Project
Common Readings: 
The books can be purchased at the bookstore. The articles (marked *) can be found in the Asbury
on-line database by logging onto: http://www.asburyseminary.edu/icommons/index.shtml
Use your student number to get access. Then, click on ÒATLA Religion,Ó and search using the
AuthorÕs last name and the Title of the article (the first 3 words of the title are sufficient). Click on
ÒView full text in GIF formatÓ in order to view the full text article.
 
 
Claydon, David, ed.
    2004 ÒPrayer in EvangelismÓ in Lausanne Committee 2004 Forum for World Evangelization.
Occasional Paper 42, Pp. 7-49. Access this via the following:
                  http://www.lausanne.org/documents/2004forum/LOP42_IG13.pdf
 
*Courson, Jim 
1998      ÒDeepening the Bonds of Christian Community: Applying Rite of Passage Structure to the
Discipling Process in Taiwan.Ó Missiology: An International Review. 26:301-313. 
Eliade, Mircea [Recommended reading but not required]
1959      The Sacred and the Profane: The Nature of Religion. Trans. Willard R. Trask. New York:
Harcourt, Brace & World. 
*Finn, Thomas M. 
1989      ÒRitual Process and the Survival of Early Christianity: A Study of the Apostolic Tradition of
Hippolytus.Ó Journal of Ritual Studies. 3:69-89. 
Gire, Ken
      1996   Windows of the Soul: Experiencing God in New Ways. Grand  
                 Rapids, MI: Zondervan.
Kraft, Marguerite G.
           1995    Understanding Spiritual Power: A Forgotten Dimension of Cross-Cultural Mission
and Ministry. Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock Publishers.
Padilla, C. Rene
2005     ÒHolistic MissionÓ in Lausanne Committee 2004 Forum for World
Evangelization. Occasional Paper 33, Pp 11-23. Access this via the following:
                  http://www.lausanne.org/documents/2004forum/LOP33_IG4.pdf
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 *Roach, Elizabeth M. 
1988      ÒTransformation of Christian Ritual in the Pacific: Samoan White Sunday.Ó Missiology: An
International Review. 16:173-182. 
Turner, Victor 
1977 [1969]       The Ritual Process: Structure and Anti-Structure. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University
Press. 
Zahniser, A. H. Mathias
1997         Symbol and Ceremony: Making Disciples across Cultures. Monrovia, CA: MARC
Publications. 
 
Class Schedule by Days 
Classes meet daily from January 20 - 30 from 8:00-12:00. The assignments have been made under
the assumption that students are not taking other classes, engaged in independent studies, or
working full time during the time of this class. All assignments, unless otherwise indicated, are to
be completed before the date on which they are listed in this syllabus. These represent the
theoretical meat of the course. 
DAY 1:         Introduction to Discipling with Symbols and Ceremonies 
         Introduction to the course: modern theists and traditional religious people. Theological
background: The ultimacy and intimacy of God. A working definition of religion applicable to the
process of Christian discipling. Read Zahniser 1997, chapters 1-5 and respond using a 4-MAT and
turn in by 7:00 p.m. today to the course discussion center on Moodle. 
DAY 2:         The Nature and Function of Symbols 
         Symbols as models of and models for Christian formation. Turner 1995, chapters 1 and 2;
Zahniser 1997, chapter 6. Have a 4-MAT on this reading turned in by 2 PM today. Please post this
to the course discussion center on Moodle.
DAY 3:       The Rite of Passage Ceremony: The Bonding Potential of Liminality 
         The nature and function of a rite of passage. Discipling with the rite-of-passage structure.
Turner 1995, chapters 3-4; Zahniser 1997, chapters 7 and 8; Finn 1989; Courson 1998. Post the
4-MAT to the course discussion center on this reading by 2 PM  I suggest you base your 4-MAT on
Turner and refer to Zahniser, Finn, and Courson as examples of concepts by Turner. 
DAY 4:         The Discipling Potential of Periodic Festivals and Pilgrimage
         The application of the rite of passage structure to space and time. Turner 1995, chapter
5; Roach 1988; Zahniser 1997, chapters 9 and 10. Have a 4-MAT on this reading posted to
the course discussion center by 2 PM today. Again, base your 4-MAT on Turner and use
Zahniser and Roach as examples of TurnerÕs concepts.
DAY 5:        A Theology of Discipling with Symbol and Ceremony 
         The problem and potential of syncretism. A Trinitarian approach to holistic discipling.
Zahniser 1997, chapters 11, 12, and Conclusion; Padilla 2005. Have a 4-MAT on this reading
posted to the course discussion center by 2 PM today. I suggest you base your 4-MAT on
Zahniser, referring to a summary of Padilla as it is relevant to the discussion. Also, turn in
your orality assessment by 2 PM today. 
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DAY 6:         Windows of the Soul
         Exploring various ways that GodÕs search for us and our search for God intersect,
including the impact of orality vs. literacy, as applied to learning preferences. Read Gire
(entire book). Pick one of the windows (e.g., nature, wilderness, tears, movies, etc.) and
present to the class, using the 4-MAT style.
DAY 7:         Prayer and Power-oriented Societies
Look at power-oriented societies and the issues they face. Understand how to be active in
spiritual warfare, as an important aspect of discipleship. Read Kraft (entire book) and the
Claydon article, and have a 4MAT on this reading posted to the course discussion center
by 2 PM today.
DAYS 8-9:  Review and Student presentations. 
         Each student, or student team, will present a cross-cultural discipling method and
model to the class. Examples of previous cross-cultural discipling models include: ritual for college bound
students, ceremony to deal with crises such as divorce or blended families, Mandala (Buddhist meditative
diagram), healing ceremony, Messianic Synagogue (Contextualized discipling), Ashram (Hindu retreats), etc.
Examples will be discussed in class. 
9. Bibliography: The bibliography in Zahniser (1997:221-230) will serve as a bibliography
for the course.
 
 
Appendix # One: 4-MAT Reflection Papers
Note: If you cannot bring yourself to read instructions, at least read sections (a) and (c)
below. They are the sections people generally get wrong. These instructions are
adapted from Dr. Donald Joy and Dr. Mathias Zahniser
 
A 4-MAT reflection, named for Bernice McCarthy's 4-MAT system (McCarthy 1987), consists of two
single-spaced typed 8 1/2 x 11 pages. You will use 12 point font and the margins will be 1 inch all
around. You can print the pages front and back if you wish. The first page must contain one
heading, while the second page contains three. When laid out next to each other they will look
something like this:
 
 
Your Name
Abstract Summary
 
 
Concrete Stories/ Memories
Evoked by reading
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                             1
Reflection Expressed in Questions
Action: What I Must Do with what
I learned?
                            
2                                
 
1st Page:
Abstract Summary
 
2nd Page:
á          Concrete Stories/ Memories Evoked by reading
á          Reflection Expressed in Questions
á          Action: What I Must Do with what I learned
 
Here are some guidelines to help you get a better grasp of the four elements in the 4-MAT system:
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(a) ABSTRACT: ReaderÕs Digest Summary. Simply summarize the content of the assigned
reading in your own words. Avoid just indicating the topics. There should be NO personal
commentary or attempt to evaluate the content of the materials. Just summarize what the author
or authors say. Include as many of the key concepts and ideas as you can. Strive to be both
comprehensive and intensive. Your summary should be stylistically correct, coherent and clear. The
abstract should be one single-spaced page in length. Sorry, no type fonts below number 12 please!
Some assignments include more than one chapter and some more than one author. Summarize the
whole reading assignment. The readings are all related, so you can integrate the readings into one
summary on page one. By this I mean that some readings may illustrate the material in other
readings or modify it in some way.
 
Remember that meaning making requires first that you transform the reading materials into your
OWN words. Effective "note taking" is more than capturing another person's words; it requires
transforming a communication into your own language and symbols. Use explicit and visible QUOTE
marks to identify the author's words. All other written material not clearly cited should be your own
constructions and abstracted summaries of what you read.
 
(b) CONCRETE STORIES and MEMORIES EVOKED BY READING: Get Vulnerable! Describe
one or two personal experiences which reading this material reminded you of. Here is your chance
to be a storyteller. Tell it here in Òfirst person,Ó describing action, quoting exact words you
remember hearing or saying. Be as specific and concrete as you can, including who, what, when,
where details. Make sure, however, that your personal anecdotes are clearly grounded in the
concepts of the reading assignment. The ÒConcreteÓ section should not exceed half a page.
 
If you can connect what you are reading and hearing with what you have previously lived or
observed, you will be profoundly changed by the class. If you cannot connect the semester with
past and present personal realities, you will never be able to teach or use what you are learning
with any conviction and effectiveness.
 
(c) REFLECTION EXPRESSED IN QUESTIONS: What questions popped up as you read this
material? Keep a rough note sheet at hand as you read so you can write them down. Then simply
list three or four of them. Your questions may be critical or grounded in spontaneous curiosity or
naive yearning for solutions. Make sure, however, they relate directly to the MATERIAL CONTENT of
the reading materials NOT to the experience(s) you have just described in b. This section should
take up about one fourth to a third of a page.
 
(d) ACTION: WHAT I MUST DO WITH WHAT I LEARNED. So What Are You Going to Do
about it? All ministry related learning MUST lead to acts of ministry—whether through
transformation of your inner person or your acquiring of useful knowledge or skills. Here describe
what you simply must DO if you keep faith with what you have now discovered as a result of
reading this material. Ideally, your actions will comply with the acronym SMART. They will be
Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Realistic and achievable within a given Time frame. For
example, ÒFor the next month during my quiet time, I will meditate on a symbol called forth by my
Bible reading.Ó Do not report reflective responses like ÒI need to learn or read more about
Christian symbols.Ó This section should comprise one fourth to one third of a page.     
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Application reflections.
Although some of the readings originate from social science and religious studies, each reading
assignment has been selected with the conviction that the material relates to Christian ministry in
any cultural context. Part of your task is to apply the reading material to the life of the church and
the practice of Christian ministry in your anticipated or actual setting. For this reason, it is
important that the reflections on the second page of your 4-MAT INTEGRATE with what you have
already experienced in ministry. For example, you may have given leadership in youth retreats
without realizing they have the essential structure of a rite of passage or pilgrimage. Taking this
important integrative function of your reflections seriously will prevent you from simply making "off
the cuff" responses. I have specified the length of these application reflections partly to nudge you
in the direction of selecting the most essential dimensions of the reading material. You may not
include any commentary or evaluation on page one of your 4-MAT Reflection because one of the
most basic tasks of ministry involves accurate discernment of what others are saying. Always
understand the Other before reflecting and responding. Page one will therefore contain only a
summary in your own words of what the authors of the reading material have written.
 
McCarthy, Bernice
1987      The 4MAT System: Teaching to Learning Styles with Right/Left Mode Techniques. Rev. ed.
Barrington, IL: Excel, Inc.
Appendix # Two:   4-MAT Reflection Paper Grading Rubric
Category Areas of Evaluation (If box has an X, this area was lacking)  %
Abstract
Summary
 
Includes  key  concepts  and  ideas  from  all
readings, not just Òtalking aboutÓ the reading
Synthesizes authorsÕ ideas into own words and
integrates concepts from multiple readings
Uses direct quotes appropriately
Shows  ability  to  listen  and  observe  from
authors, withholding judgment
Demonstrates  a  clear  understanding  of
concepts
Includes no personal commentary or evaluation
 
30
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Concrete
Stories &
Memories
 
 Specific, concrete description including
actions, words, feelings, details
 Shows ability to be vulnerable and authentic
 Shows engagement with and reflection upon
the material, demonstrating ability to connect
meaning with personal experience
 Clearly shows the connection between the
story and/or memory and the concepts of the
reading
 
20
Reflection
Expressed in
Questions
 
 Shows critical evaluation (criticism and/or
praise) of material presented
 Expresses evaluation and/or expresses curiosity
or desire for further knowledge or understanding
in the form of a question
 Demonstrates engagement with and reflection
upon the material; questions relate to the
concepts 
 
20
Action  
 Actions are clearly connected to the concepts,
showing engagement and reflection
 Actions are authentic and life applicable/useful
 Actions are SMART: Specific, Measurable,
Attainable, Realistic, & within a given Time frame
 Actions are not general, idealistic and/or
unrealistically ambitious
20
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 Form, Style &
Timeliness
 
 Uses proper grammar (complete sentences;
correct punctuation, capitalization and spelling;
etc.)
 Uses inclusive language
 Conforms to MLA style requirements (font size,
margins, spacing, length, etc.)
 Appropriately and consistently applies MLA style
guide in use of quotations and reference to
sources
 Assignment submitted by deadline or within
parameters previously agreed upon with
professor
 Assignment timely submitted to give team
members adequate time to read and respond
 
10
TOTAL  10
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